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mating to the normal diploid value seem to be relatively less
active.

Hitherto it has often been difficult to ensure that sufficiently
representative tissue has been obtained at biopsy to allow a
reliable estimate of invasion, but with this new method it
seems that the difficulty has at least been partly overcome.
Unfortunately with existing techniques only about one-half
of the tumours examined have shown sufficient mitotic
activity on which to base an opinion, but there can be little
doubt that any positive information gained has amplified the
histological picture.

Delayed Chloroquine Retinopathy
A recent report by R. P. Bums' on the appearance of
retinopathy in two patients four and five years after stopping
chloroquine therapy must immediately alert all doctors to the
possible risk of a delayed effect of chloroquine on the retina.
Ocular damage appearing earlier is well known.2
The first case was a girl of 14 who had received chloroquine

at the age of 7 in doses of 250-750 mg. a day for about three
years to control her epilepsy. After that cortisone was
substituted. Five years later she was found to be myopic but
her corrected vision was only 6/12. Though she had passed
several eye tests at school previously, there had been no
examination of her fundi by an ophthalmologist at any time.
When first seen there was a typical "bull's eye " appearance
at both maculae, and in addition seven months later she
developed retinal pigmentation and atrophy at the equator,
with slight constriction of the retinal arterioles.
The second case was a woman of 51 with discoid lupus

erythematosus who was treated for about two years with
750 mg. of chloroquine a day. This was followed by
prednisone therapy. Two years after stopping the chloro-
quine she started to experience ocular difficulties. Four years
later she was found to have typical " bull's eye " appearances
in both fundi, and the vision was reduced to 6/18 in the right
eye- while in the left it was 6/6. She had considerable
disturbance of colour vision, and pericentral scotomata could
be charted. She was still excreting chloroquine in her urine,
but at a low level.

In neither of these cases is it possible to be sure that a
retinopathy was not present when the drug was discontinued,
but even then the complaint of ocular trouble was not until
several years after therapy had ceased. There might also be
some association between the chloroquine and the succeeding
steroid therapy, but this has not been noted previously.

Recent reports3' favour the view that the retinopathy is
related to the amount of drug taken rather than the daily dose,
and this would agree with the important experimental findings"
that chloroquine is preferentially stored in the melanin-bearing
tissues of the eye, where it remains long after it has been
eliminated from other parts of the body, so that even small
doses exert a cumulative effect. Furthermore, if the pigment
epithelium of the retina is damaged by chloroquine it may
be less able to withstand relative ischaemia due to arterio-
sclerosis, so that senile macular degeneration may be another
long-term effect.

It would seem wise to carry out further studies on patients
taken off chloroquine therapy say five years ago to see if any
have developed retinopathy, and people who have been taking
small doses of chloroquine for many years as a malaria
suppressive should also be tested. More critical tests of
retinal function than those given by the Snellen's test type,
perimeter measurements, and Ishihara plates must be used.
R. E. Carr and others3 found that the visual threshold for red
light was a sensitive indication of toxicity, and other tests
such as the vernier visual acuity or colour discrimination with
the Farnsworth 100-hue test may be of value. The electro-
diagnostic tests may still prove to be of some help.
At this stage it would seem wise to curtail the use of long-

term treatment with chloroquine and give it only when no
other drug so effectual is available.
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Viruses and Oysters
The advance of virology has not left the oyster undisturbed.
Several outbreaks of infectious hepatitis have been attributed
to the eating of oysters containing the virus after contamina-
tion by sewage in the sea-water.

However, some difficulties attend these studies. The virus
of infectious hepatitis cannot be consistently or reliably isolated
in the laboratory, the long delay between eating the oyster
and the outbreak of the illness may obscure cause and effect,
and therefore virological studies on oysters in experimental
aquaria cannot be done. On the other hand, poliomyelitis virus
can be studied with confidence and with relative ease in the
laboratory, and is also a possible contaminant, in sewage
effluents, of suitably located oyster beds. Both the European
oyster (Ostrea edulis) and the mussel (Mytilus edulis) have
been shown to take up poliovirus under experimental condi-
tions. The Eastern oyster of the U.S.A. (Crassostrea
virginica) has been contaminated by E.C.H.O. viruses and
Coxsackie viruses in an estuary receiving untreated sewage.
While there was no question in both instances that the virus
was present, there was no evidence that the -shellfish concen-
trated it in its tissues to a higher level than in the surrounding
sea-water.

J. R. Mitchell and others' have made a carefully controlled
experimental study of oysters in a specially designed
continuous-flow aquarium supplied with sea-water from the
Florida coast. The conditions approached, as closely as is
possible in a laboratory, the actual conditions of the oyster
bed. Poliovirus was added to the inflowing sea-water to give
a final concentration of 300 to 1,000 infective units per ml.
This is the only real imponderable, because there are no data
on what the concentration of enteroviruses in the sea-water
near a sewage outlet might be, and hence this level of virus is
necessarily a guess. They found that the virus was taken up
quickly (within one hour) and that the concentration, measured
in the drained oyster meat, soon rose to 10-60 times that in
the surrounding water. The partial artificiality of the experi-
ment does not affect the validity of the finding that the oysters
could concentrate the virus, even though it can be assumed
that it had not multiplied. The implications are clear. Until
more is known of exactly how far poliovirus (which is a
relatively hardy virus) can be carried from sewage outlets,
oysters growing in the neighbourhood of them should be
regarded with suspicion.
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